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Mounting and Cleaning Instructions - Standoff Hardware

Mounting Instructions - Standoff Hardware
Printed Plaques
Overview
A Staondoff sign system requires a pre-drilled sign, basic tools and Standoff hardware. The threaded caps fasten the
Standoff barrels behind the sign. The barrels must first be screw mounted to the wall. The Standoff sign mounting
system can be used on wood, sheetrock or plaster walls.

Tools required:

Standoff hardware kit includes:

-

1 - 4x plastic wall plugs with screws
2 - 4x metal Standoff barrels.
3 - 4x threaded metal caps

Drill
Drill bit
Small level
Phillips screw driver
Hammer
Pencil

STEP 1 - Sign Leveling and Positioning the Barrels
-

Gently place the pre-drilled sign against the wall at the recommended height.
Use a small level to level the sign.
With the sign leveled and against the wall, accurately trace the 4 circles using the pre-drilled holes.
Remove the sign and mark the center of each circle. (Ensure the pre-drilled holes on the sign line up with the
center marks)

STEP 2 - Sign Leveling and Positioning the Barrels
- Using a drill bit, drill a hole at each center mark of the traced circles.
- Press plugs flush to the wall surface.
- Using the included screws, mount the Standoff barrels to the wall. (Ensure barrels are flush to wall surface.)

STEP 3 - Mounting the Sign
- Place your sign panel onto the Standoff barrels and insert the screw caps
- Hand tighten to secure panel

Signage Cleaning Instructions
- Do not clean unless sign requires cleaning.
- Do NOT use solvents or ammonia based cleaners.
- Use a damp cloth that is non abrasive and lint free cloth to wipe the sign surface.
(Note - acrylic material can easily scratch - use a soft cloth during cleaning)
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